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(54) CELLULAR COMMUNICATION METHOD

(57) The invention relates to cellular communications
systems. In order to enhance an efficiency of a cellular
communications system a file in electronic form with frag-
ments of a digital geographical map of the vicinity is pre-
liminarily introduced into a control center of a cellular
communications system, the map comprising coordi-
nates and characteristics of base stations, arranged in
cells and geographical coordinates of the borders of the
cells, wherein in the process of radio communications,
data on the location of a corresponding mobile station
for communication therewith are determined with the aid
of a receiver of a satellite location determination system,
which receiver is built in a mobile station, and are trans-

mitted through a base station to the control center of the
cellular communications system, and the file of a frag-
ment of the digital geographical map is transmitted from
the control center of the cellular communications system
through a corresponding base station to a mobile station,
the map comprising coordinates and characteristics of
the base station of that cell where this mobile station is,
coordinates and characteristics of base stations of neigh-
boring cells with coordinates of their borders, then a com-
parison of current data of its location and the coordinates
of cell borders is carried out in the mobile station. 5 sheets
of illustrations.
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Description

Field of the invention

�[0001] The present invention relates to a field of radio
communications and, in particular, to systems of mobile
telecommunications and may be implemented for organ-
izing cellular communications systems with a provision
of additional types of services to groups of mobile sub-
scribers (clients).

Background of the invention.

�[0002] The methods of cellular communications are
known and based on three principles:�

- repeated usage of frequencies in cells;
- provision of continuity of communication when a mo-

bile subscriber moves from one cell to another one
("handover");

- continuous determination of a location of a mobile
subscriber in an area of cellular communications
(see, e. g. Asha Mehrotra, Cellular Radio. Analog
and Digital Systems. Artech House, Inc. 1994.
460p.).

�[0003] The diagram of organization of cellular commu-
nications on the basis of the above principles is shown
in Fig 1, their combination creates a technological basis
of cellular communications for providing services for sub-
scribers. Fig. 2 illustrates a general skeleton diagram of
a cellular communications system (see, e. g. Williams C.
Y. Lee. Mobile Cellular Telecommunications. Analog and
Digital System. Second Edition. McGraw-�Hill, Inc. 1995,
664 p.).
�[0004] The subscriber via his mobile station (MS),
transmits messages to other mobile subscribers or sub-
scribers of a fixed communication network (PSTN) via a
base station (BTS), a controller (BSC) being series cou-
pled with the base station, and a mobile switching Center
(MSC) being coupled with a visitor location register (VLR)
tracking a movement of the subscriber, as well as with a
home location register (HLC) in which one are contained
all necessary data on subscribers who have concluded
contracts with an operator of a network and received a
subscriber - identity module (SIM - card) of a given op-
erator. An operation of the network is controlled with an
operations - and - maintenance Center - OMC.
�[0005] In the structural block - diagram of Fig. 2 is ac-
complished a determination of a location of the mobile
subscriber (MS) within the limits of "an area of determi-
nation of location" (Location Area) which comprises a
base station controller (BSC) and all base stations (BTS)
being coupled to the controller. Within the limits of Local
Area may be identified a cell or a cell sector within which
is located MS, for example, to provide for a mobile station
a delivery of incoming message from a subscriber of
PSTN or from other mobile station of the cellular com-

munications system. Herewith, an accuracy of the deter-
mination of the location of MS depends on dimensions
of the cell, and it may constitute from few hundreds of
meters up to tens of kilometres.
�[0006] The cellular communications system for active
mobile stations being registered in VLR, should contin-
uously determine the location, through control and sig-
nalling channels being transmitted jointly with traffic
channels through network interfaces (A - bis, A, M and
others), for physical implementation of which ones is nec-
essary to use radio-�relay, wire or optical fiber transmis-
sion lines. For example, in order to control communica-
tion processes (including connection of MS, handover, a
transmission of messages, transmission power control),
in GSM cellular communications network from one up to
two time slots (TS) which are contained in a time frame
(TDMA- �frame) being formed on one of 124 frequency
channels, (see, e. g. Siegmund M.Rede, Mathias K, We-
ber, Malcolm W. Oliphant. An Introduction to GSM.
Artech House, Inc. 1995, 379 p). Thus, from 12,5 up to
25 per cent of a network resource are not used for a traffic
transmission.
�[0007] Moreover, tendencies of developing services of
new generations of cellular communications- the third
(3G) and the forth (4G) ones , as well as ones of currently
active cellular communications systems of 2,5 genera-
tion, provide for wide introduction of new kinds of services
associated with a location of subscribers. (see, e.g, Juha
Korhenen. Introduction to 3G Mobile Communications.
Second Edition. Artech House, Inc. 2003,544 p.)
�[0008] To such services relate, for example, navigation
services, services of an extreme aid, a tourist guide, safe-
guarding of goods when transporting etc. The realization
of these services is possible if to enhance the accuracy
of the determination of location of mobile stations which
is achieved with an additional complexity of the cellular
communications system on the whole, due to increasing
hardware and software costs of cellular communications,
due to including new elements, for example, Line meas-
urement units (LMU) of A - type being switched via a
radio interface to base stations or LMU of B- �type being
switched via a radio interface to base stations or LMU of
B-�type being switched to the base station controller
(BSC) via the network A-�bis interface, as well as due to
Mobile Location Centres (MLC). One of the lasts - SLMC
(Serving MLC) - serves requests for the determination of
location, realizes a final calculation of coordinates and
an accuracy of an obtained result, the other - GMLC
(Gateway MLS) performs functions of supporting clients.
(see, e. g., ETSI TS 101723 (GSM 02,71): "Digital Cel-
lular Telecommunications System (Phase 2+); Location
Services (LCS); Service Description; Stage 1." ETSI TS
122 - 71 (3GPP TS 22.071): "Digital Telecommunications
System (Phase 2+) (GSM); Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications System (UMTS); Location Services (LCS);
Service Description, Stage 1")
�[0009] The skeleton diagram of the cellular communi-
cations network with supporting the functions of deter-
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mining the location on the basis of the additional meas-
urement units is shown in Fig. 3 and is accepted for GSM
- standards and practically coincides with an analogues
diagram of new generation of cellular communications -
3 G (UMTS).
�[0010] Methods of determining the location of MS in
accordance with the skeleton diagram of FIG. 3 are
known in the art and are based on data of the cellular
communications network, the closest known technique
is a method of a cell identification (Cell ID) for which is
not required a determination of a signal level or its delay
since this is an intrinsic property of cellular communica-
tions networks. As main methods of determining the lo-
cation of MS for GSM cellular communications networks
are selected as follows: Cell ID - TA (Timing Advance),
TOA (Time Of Arrival), E-�OTD (Enhanced Observed
Time Difference). (see, e. g. ETSI TS.�101 724 (3GPP TS
03.71): Digital Cellular Telecommunications System
(Phase 2+), Location Services (LCS), Functional De-
scription - Stage 2).
�[0011] Selection of a method of determining the loca-
tion is defined by a kind of a radio - access network. In
case of UMTS (UTRAN) are recommended methods Cell
ID-�TA and OT DOA (Observed Time Difference Of Arriv-
al). (See, e g., ETSI TS 125 395 (3PGG TS 25.395):
"Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS);
Stage 2, Functional Description on UE Positioning in
UTRAN").
�[0012] The abovementioned methods of determining
the location of MS on the basis of a cellular communica-
tions network require for their realization an installation
of additional hardware and software, for their introduction
into a cellular communications network is necessary to
dedicate additional connecting lines.
�[0013] Moreover, the abovementioned methods of de-
termining the location of MS on the basis of a cellular
communications network do not change general princi-
ples of network composing being presented in Fig. 1. The
accuracy of determining the location of MS in these meth-
ods constitutes few hundreds of meters.
�[0014] Methods of determining a location of a subscrib-
er are know on a basis of a mobile station when MS de-
termines a location independently of an network opera-
tor. To the methods of determining a location on the basis
of MS relate GPS - methods or A-�GPS (Assisted GPS)
- methods, in the last for obtaining coordinates of MS are
used data from additional (assisted) transmitters of sig-
nals of GPS being mounted on a ground in an area of a
cellular communications network.
�[0015] GPS - global satellite positioning system - was
developed and is used by USA Ministry of Defence for
providing terrestrial objects throughout the world with
accurate information on a location, speed and current
time. Orbital groupment comprises 28 satellites, at
least, 24 satellites are activated constantly. Analogous
tasks are decided by Russian Global satellite position-
ing system GLONASS. European global satellite posi-
tioning system GALLILEO is in progress of development

(see, e. g., U. A. Soloviev. Satellite navigation system
- M.; Ecotrends, 2000, 270 p.) (IO.A.

 2000, 270 c.).
The accuracy of determining a location with help of GSM
may constitute about ten meters. The accuracy of de-
termining a location is increased when using A - GPS
and may constitute few tens of centimetres.
�[0016] When determining a location of MS with usage
of GPS or A - GPS the mobile station with built - in GPS
- receiver transmits its coordinates via base stations
(BTS) and a controller (BSC) to operation - and - main-
tenance Center (OMC) through channels of short mes-
sage service (SMS) or through other channels, in partic-
ular, through channels of a subsystem of a packet data
transmission (GPRS).
�[0017] However, in these known methods of determin-
ing the location on the basis of global satellite systems
the cellular communications network and the system
GPS (GLONASS et al.) operate independently of each
other. In cellular communications systems for a trans-
mission of messages, for provision of continuity of com-
munications ("handover"), for repeated usage of frequen-
cies in the network or codes in cells, as well as for con-
trolling operation modes of base and mobile stations, the
data from global satellite positioning system are not used.
Therefore the communication channels are downloaded,
additional hardware and software are used, and the ac-
curacy of determining the location is limited to "a cell",
which dimensions may constitute from few hundreds of
meters up to tens of kilometres.
�[0018] Usage of GPS is known as a source of timing
signals, the source being independent of a cellular net-
work, in cellular communications system with code divi-
sion multiple access (CDMA, IS - 95) (see, e.g., Jhong
Sam Lee, Leonard E. Miller. CDMA System Engineering
Handbook. Artech House. 1998, 1228 p.), but and in this
case GPS and a cellular communications network are
not interconnected.
�[0019] In respect of a technical essence of the inven-
tion the closest prior art is a method of cellular commu-
nications being realized in a cellular communications sys-
tem GSM, wherein the data of the location of GSM mobile
station, being obtained in result of receiving signals of
the satellite communications system GPS, are used for
searching and transmitting alarm signals (see US patent
NT 6411811 B2, Int. Cl. H04Q 7/20, the data of publica-
tion is June 25, 2002).
�[0020] However, despite the fact that when using the
known method an assortment of communications net-
work services of GSM are extended, the data of the lo-
cation of MS being obtained from GSM, are not used for
optimization of operation of the cellular communications
system that does not result in a reduction of a load in
communication channels, so the task of determining a
location is solved in a former manner on the basis of
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resources and an equipment of the cellular communica-
tions network (Fig. 1).
�[0021] In the known method the usage of data from
GPS for transmitting alarm signals and providing services
being associated with a location of mobile subscribers,
does not change a structure of a cellular communications
network, its basic principles (Fig. 1) and does not replace
separate functions of the cellular communications sys-
tem.

Disclosure of the invention

�[0022] The basis of the invention is a task of increasing
an efficiency of cellular communications systems by
means of increasing their carrying capability (a capacity),
decreasing a load on network interfaces on which are
transmitted service data (for example, between MS and
BTS, BTS and BSC, BSC and MSC), and by means of
usage of released resources for transmitting a useful
load, by shortage of components of hardware and soft-
ware of cellular communications, being responsible for
a determination of a location of MS, (LMU, SMLC, GMLC
et. al), as well as by increasing an accuracy of determin-
ing the location of MS.
�[0023] Additional technical task is a functionality ex-
tension of the cellular communications system by means
of creation of cells being situated at a different height
above the surface of the earth (for example, at different
floors of buildings) as well as a realization of vertical
"handover", organizing corporative groups of mobile sub-
scribers within cells, usage of location data of the mobile
station for forming a maximum of a directional character-
istic of multibeam antenna with a controllable directional
characteristic towards MS.
�[0024] This task is solved by the fact that in a method
for cellular communications, in accordance with the in-
vention, a file in electronic form is preliminarily introduced
into a control center of a cellular communications system
with fragments of a digital geographical map of the vicin-
ity, the map comprises coordinates and characteristics
of base stations arranged in cells, and geographical co-
ordinates of borders of the cells, wherein in the process
of radio communications, data on the location of a cor-
responding mobile station for communication therewith
are determined with the aid of a receiver of a satellite
location determination system, which receiver is built in
a mobile station, and are transmitted through a base sta-
tion to the control center of the cellular communications
system, and the file of a fragment of the digital geograph-
ical map is transmitted from the control center of the cel-
lular communications system through a corresponding
base station to a mobile station, the map comprising co-
ordinates and characteristics of the base station of that
cell where this mobile station is, coordinates and char-
acteristics of base stations of neighboring cells with co-
ordinates of their borders, then a comparison of current
data of its location and the coordinates of cell borders is
carried out in the mobile station, when there is a transition

of the mobile station to another cell - "handover" - and/or
when there is a transition from one cellular communica-
tions network to another - roaming - data on completion
of the "handover" or conduction of the roaming and
changes of the working parameters of communications
channels are produced in the mobile station and trans-
mitted to a corresponding control center of the cellular
communications system.
�[0025] Moreover, synchronization of operation of the
mobile and base stations is carried out in accordance
with signals of a satellite location determination system,
moreover, the dimension of the fragment of the geo-
graphical map transmitted to the mobile station and the
periodicity of transmission of data on its location by that
mobile station to the control center of the cellular com-
munications system are changed depending on the
speed of movement of the mobile station, the current
data on the location of the mobile station are used control
parameters of adaptive multibeam antenna systems of
base stations communicating with the mobile station, in-
cluding parameters for directing a directional character-
istic of antenna systems toward the mobile station. The
microcells within a cell that have working communication
parameters different from working communication pa-
rameters of the instant cell, in particular other types of
radio interfaces, protocols, communication standards,
are dedicated, wherein coordinates of borders and work-
ing parameters of these microcells, recorded in the con-
trol center of the cellular communications system, are
transmitted through corresponding base stations to mo-
bile stations located in the microcells, the height of loca-
tion of a mobile station above the surface of the earth, in
respect to which corresponding cells or micricells are
dedicated, is selected as one of the working parameters,
and a vertical "handover" is provided for, herewith the
power level of transmitters of mobile and base stations
are adjusted depending on their distance from one an-
other on the basis of location data of the mobile and base
stations, and also of digital geographical maps being rep-
resented in electronic form, used in control center of cel-
lular communications system.
�[0026] Moreover, during the transmission of the file of
the fragment of the digital geographical map from the
control center of the cellular communications system
through a base station to a corresponding mobile station,
adaptation of the dimensions and configuration of the
cells and also conditions providing for "handover" to a
load created by mobile stations in a cells are carried out ,
herewith depending on the location of a mobile station in
a definite cell or definite zone of cellular network com-
munications, of each mobile station, the priorities of ac-
cess to communication services or the extreme qualita-
tive communication characteristics are determined or ac-
cess to the communication services or a portion of the
communication services on separate of the cellular com-
munications zone or the cell is eliminated, herewith a
pointwise or zone tariffing of communication services
provided to clients is provided with an arbitrary configu-
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ration of the zones, (for example, along automobile high-
ways or railways), the current data on the location of a
mobile station, which are available to a mobile client of
a cellular network on a global scale, are used to select a
mobile communications network being effective on a cer-
tain territory, and an available type of service within that
network by means of corresponding programming of the
mobile station by client or an operator of mobile commu-
nications, including taking into account effective tariffs
(for example, minimal ones) in communication networks
of different operators.
�[0027] The essence of the invention consists in forming
a configuration of cells of base stations, whose borders
are a set of geographical coordinates, provision of a pro-
cedure of a transition from one cell to another one when
crossing the above borders of the cells and determination
of a location of the mobile station on a basis of the coor-
dinates being obtained from a satellite location determi-
nation system, for example, GPS. Herewith current data
on the location of mobile stations are transmitted from
the mobile stations, comprising a receiver of a satellite
location determination system, through base stations of
a cellular communications system to the control center
of the cellular communications system which the center
forms fragments of a geographical map in an electronic
(digital) form, the geographical map comprising coordi-
nates of borders of the cell for a given base station and
of the cells of neighboring base stations, their working
parameters of communication channels (frequencies,
codes etc.), and the above fragments of the geographical
maps are transmitted to the mobile stations for storing
them and subsequent comparison on the mobile station
with current data of the satellite determination of the lo-
cation in order to define the working parameters of the
communication channel and to provide for the procedure
of a transition of the mobile station from one cell to an-
other one or from one network into another one - when
roaming - or when changing one kind of a radio - access
or a communication network to another kind.
�[0028] Moreover, the periodicity of determining the lo-
cation of the mobile station and the dimension of the frag-
ment of the geographical map are adapted to the speed
of movement of the mobile station, the data of it’s satellite
determination of the location are used on base stations
for changing parameters of directional characteristics of
antenna systems of base stations in order to increase a
communication range, to enhance a quality of commu-
nication and a capacity of communication. Forming within
cells microcells having working communications param-
eters, being different from the parameters of the cells and
associated, in particular, with the height of a location of
mobile station provide for an opportunity of reliable com-
munication with flying vehicles including an interaction
with high altitude radio - relay stations, for example,
HAPS (High Altitude Platform Station).
�[0029] Essentially, an increase of efficiency of cellular
communications is achieved by means of elimination,
from the known method for cellular communications (Fig.

1), of the function of determining a location being realized
by the cellular communications network and by a con-
struction of the cellular communications system with a
usage of resources of global satellite positioning system
of the type GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO or other analo-
gous satellite systems for a realization of the function of
determining a location in a structure of the cellular com-
munications network, as well as by means of provision
of "handover", repeated usage of frequencies or codes
dividing communication channels, and other functions
with a transmission of data files of digital geographical
maps to mobile stations. Herewith, in the mobile station
is made comparison of current data of its location and
the coordinates of borders of this cell, when there is a
transition of the mobile station from one cellular commu-
nications network to another one, data for "handover" or
roaming and changes of the working parameters of com-
munications channels are produced in the mobile station
and transmitted to a corresponding control center of the
cellular communications network, synchronization of op-
eration of the mobile and base stations is carried out in
accordance with signals of a satellite location determi-
nation system.

Brief description of the drawings

�[0030] Fig. 1, 2, 3 illustrate skeleton diagrams of a net-
work of known cellular communications, Fig. 4 and 5 -
diagrams of organization of cellular communications
which ones realize the claimed method.

Best variant of embodiment of the invention

�[0031] In the system depicted in fig. 5 a determination
of location of mobile stations is realized not with elements
of a cellular communications system, but is realized with
an external, in respect to the cellular communications
system, system of determining a location, in the capacity
of which one is proposed to use a global satellite posi-
tioning system of mobile objects (GPS, GLONASS etc.).
�[0032] Now will be considered in more details function-
ing of the cellular communications system in accordance
with the claimed method.
�[0033] On the basis of a digital map of the vicinity taking
into account building (a height and dimensions of build-
ings, street configuration etc.), and a model of a wave
propagation under conditions of various building which
ones are applicable to a prescribed frequency range and
a dedicated frequency resource, a coverage zone is cal-
culated taking into account a predictable loads in com-
munication channels, requirements to reliability and qual-
ity of communication, directional characteristics of anten-
nae, conditions of electromagnetic compatibility with oth-
er radio- �electronic means, requirements to provide for
"handover" etc. In result of the calculation are determined
the coordinates, the height of location and parameters
of base stations in a communication system. For each
base station is generated a configuration of its cell which
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one, in form of coordinates of the borders of the cells,
including spatial ones, is written and stored in the control
center of the cellular communications system (OMC),
wherefrom necessary data are transmitted and written
into controllers (BSC) for control of corresponding base
stations (BTS). These data, together with the coordinates
of borders of neighboring cells, their working frequencies,
codes and parameters of communication generate a dig-
ital geographical map in form of fragments of electronic
kind.
�[0034] The control center of the cellular communica-
tions system (OMC) may be implemented analogously
to control centers of existing cellular communications
systems on the basis of a personal electronic computing
machine (PECM) of PC - type, but is provided with cor-
responding software for performing all operations for re-
alization of the claimed method.
�[0035] The satellite positioning system comprises a set
of satellites (more than three), that allows to a mobile
station to realize a determination of a location not only in
a plane of earth surface, but also in a space, herewith
the satellite positioning system carries out also time syn-
chronization of operation of mobile and base stations.
�[0036] Note: the term "mobile station" in the present
context corresponds to the term "mobile subscriber"
since is observed an unique association of conceptions
- a mobile station - this is an integral accessory of a mobile
subscriber of a cellular network.
�[0037] Mobile station (MS), which should comprise a
terminal of cellular communications, a receiver of a sat-
ellite location determination system and a controller for
storing and processing data of a geographical map, when
receiving and processing signals from satellites periodi-
cally processes own spatial coordinates, including geo-
graphical ones, the periodicity of determining the coor-
dinates is adapted (associated) to a speed of movement
of the mobile subscriber. If the results are materially dif-
ferent ones at two successive determinations of own co-
ordinates, i.e. the mobile subscriber moves at high speed
(makes use of a transport), the time between the deter-
minations of a location (the determination of the coordi-
nates) is reduced for increasing the accuracy of the de-
termination of the location of the mobile station.
�[0038] Base station (BTS) at the first entry of the mobile
station (MS) into its cell transmits to it the fragment of the
geographical map in electronic form, the fragment being
requested from the control center of the cellular commu-
nications system (OMC), on which map are indicated the
coordinates of the borders of the given cell and neigh-
boring cells, as well as working frequencies or codes of
base stations and communication parameters, the di-
mension of the fragment of the digital geographical map
in electronic form is adapted to the speed of movement
of the mobile subscriber.
�[0039] The mobile station (MS) periodically compares
the data of determining the location, being obtained from
the satellite system GPS (or analogues one), with the
fragment of the digital geographical map in electronic

form, in order to determine the cell of its location (the
belonging to the base station). When changing a cell of
its location, the mobile station (MS) transits to a working
frequency or a code, as well as to communication pa-
rameters of the base station (BS) of the cell in which one
is the mobile station.
�[0040] Thus, the application of the global satellite po-
sitioning system to realization of functions of positioning
within the limits of a cellular communications system
gives an opportunity to materially reduce a load in control
and signaling channels on network interfaces of the cel-
lular communications system.
�[0041] In multistoried buildings, because of specific
conditions of wave propagation, various stories may re-
late to different cells, and the spatial determination of the
location allows to realize a vertical "handover" that is im-
portant also for provision of communication with flying
vehicles.
�[0042] Positioning data, being transmitted by MS to
base stations, allow to realize communication with mobile
stations with the aid of multibeam intellectual antennae
(see Appendix 1), the maximum of directional character-
istics of which ones is oriented directly on coordinates of
the mobile station, and which ones trace the movements
of MS in a accordance with the positioning data.
�[0043] Usage of accurate coordinates of mobile sta-
tions in the intellectual antenna control system, the co-
ordinates being obtained from GPS, allows to eliminate
modes of smooth retuning of the directional characteris-
tics of adaptive antennae and to introduce a mode of
beam switching that shortens the time of connection es-
tablishment.
�[0044] Within the limits of one cell (i.e. when working
at one group of frequencies or codes) is possible to form
the cells with predetermined borders of geographical co-
ordinates. Mobile subscribers, being located in which
ones, use the communication parameters: the type of
interface, transmission speed, communication protocol,
tariff etc., being different from communication parame-
ters of the cell. That is, when a mobile subscriber is within
the limits of the microcell, he takes enjoyment in a number
of privileges and additional services.
�[0045] The accurate positioning of mobile stations
through the satellite positioning system allows to provide
roaming when there is a transition of MS from one com-
munications network to another one within the limits of
one communication standard or different communication
standards or different forms of radio communication. In
this case are formed the coordinates of a border cell in
accordance with the coordinates of borders (in particular,
with frontiers) of communications networks. The mobile
subscriber, when crossing the frontier or the zone of cel-
lular communications, enjoys of roaming service imme-
diately after crossing the border of the zone of commu-
nications, in contrast to currently active communications
networks in which ones the zones of communications
and the cell borders depend on conditions of wave prop-
agation of the vicinity and, in principle, can not be unique-
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ly coupled with borders of networks (with the borders of
licensed territories). Moreover, the usage of digital elec-
tronic maps of the vicinity and the data of the location of
MS being received from global satellite positioning sys-
tems, taking into account the building and the conditions
of location of antenna systems of base stations, as well
as a model of wave propagation, the usage allows to
adjust the power level of transmitters of mobile and base
stations depending on their distance from one another.
�[0046] Depending on a load created by mobile stations
within a cell, the dimensions and configuration of the cells
being defined with geographical coordinates, as well as
the conditions of the ’’handover" may be set in the dis-
tance for each mobile station from the control center of
the cellular communications system.
�[0047] High accuracy of determining a location on the
basis of data of the global satellite system depending of
the location of a mobile station within a definite zone,
allows for each mobile station to determine priorities of
an access to communication services or the extreme
communication characteristics, or to eliminate, on the
whole, an access to the network. The clamed method
provides a pointwise or zone tariffing of communication
services provided to subscribers with an arbitrary config-
uration of the zones.
�[0048] The current data on the location of a mobile
station, which are available to a mobile subscriber on a
global scale, are used to select a mobile communications
network as well as an available type of service within that
network by a corresponding programming of the mobile
station by a subscriber or an operator of mobile commu-
nication, including taking into account effective tariff for
communication services.
�[0049] Thus, the claimed method allows to increase
an efficiency of operation of cellular communications sys-
tems owing to usage of resources of global satellite po-
sitioning system of the type of GPS, GLONASS et al.,
the resources are used within the limits of a cellular com-
munications network for realization of functions of deter-
mining a location of mobile stations. As a result are
achieved: �

• a decrease of hardware an software costs of cellular
network;

• a reduction of a load on network interfaces (between
MS and BTS, BTS and BSC, BSC and MSC), on
which ones are transmitted service data, and a pos-
sibility being appeared to use released resources for
transmitting a useful load, to increase a capacity of
the cellular communications network;

• an increase of accuracy of determining the location
of mobile stations, that allows : �

- to realize an automatic "handover" when MS
crossing the borders of cells, the borders being
determined in form of a system of geographical
coordinates and the height of location of a mo-
bile station ;

- to provide a control of directional characteristics
of antennae in adaptive multibeam antennae
with the maximum towards mobile stations and
to implement a control of a radiating power of
base and mobile stations;

- to create borders of cells and microcells (on ge-
ographical principle) of any shape, as well as to
adapt dimensions and configuration of cells
when the load is changed within cells;

- to provide the priorities of an access of different
groups of subscribers in different zones of cel-
lular communications to grant to subscribers a
service of an accurate zone tariffing of commu-
nication services, to program communication
conditions (the network to be used, services tar-
iffs), as well a0s to carry out a reliable transition
from one communication network to another one
in process of traveling the subscriber.

Industrial applicability

�[0050] The abovementioned advantages of the pro-
posed method allows an opportunity of wide industrial
usage of it in the field of radio communication for organ-
izing cellular communications networks with provision of
additional communication forms of services and the pri-
ority of an access of subscribers within different zones
of cellular communications, as well as to implement a
reliable transition from one communication network to
another one in a process of movement of a subscriber.

Claims

1. A method for cellular communications, character-
ized in that  a file in electronic form with fragments
of a digital geographical map of the vicinity is prelim-
inary introduced into a control center of a cellular
communications system, the map comprising coor-
dinates and characteristics of base stations ar-
ranged in cells and geographical coordinates of the
borders of the cells, wherein in the process of radio
communications, data on the location of a corre-
sponding mobile station for communication there-
with are determined with the aid of a receiver of a
satellite location determination system, which re-
ceiver is built in a mobile station, and are transmitted
through a base station to the control center of the
cellular communications system, and the file of a
fragment of the digital geographical map is transmit-
ted from the control center of the cellular communi-
cations systems through a corresponding base sta-
tion to a mobile station, the map comprising coordi-
nates and characteristics of the base station of that
cell where this mobile station is, coordinates and
characteristics of the base station of neighboring
cells with coordinates of their borders, then a com-
parison of current data of its location and the coor-
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dinates of cell borders is carried out in the mobile
station, when there is a transition of the mobile sta-
tion to another cell - "handover" - and/or when there
is a transition from one cellular communications net-
work to another - roaming - data on completion of
the "handover" or conduction of the roaming and
changes of the working parameters of communica-
tions channels and produced in the mobile station
and transmitted to a corresponding control center of
the cellular communications system.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that synchronization of operation of the mobile and
base stations is carried out in accordance with sig-
nals of a satellite location determination system.

3. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2, char-
acterized in that the dimension of the fragment of
the geographical map transmitted to the mobile sta-
tion and the periodicity of transmission of data on its
location by that mobile station to the control center
of the cellular communications system are changed
depending on the speed of movement of the mobile
station.

4. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2 or claim
3, characterized in that the current data on the lo-
cation of the mobile station are used to control pa-
rameters of adaptive multibeam antenna systems of
base stations communicating with the mobile station,
including parameters for directing a directional char-
acteristic of antenna systems toward the mobile sta-
tion.

5. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2 or claim
3 or claim 4, characterized in that microcells within
a cell that have working communication parameters
different from working communication parameters of
the instant cell, in particular other types of radio in-
terfaces, protocols, communication standards, are
dedicated, wherein coordinates of border and work-
ing parameters of these microcells, recorded in the
control center of the cellular communications sys-
tem, are transmitted through corresponding base
stations to mobile stations located in the microcells,

6. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2 or claim
3 or claim 4 or claim 5, characterized in that the
height of location of a mobile station above the sur-
face of the earth, in respect to which corresponding
cells or microcells are dedicated, is selected as one
of the working parameters, and a vertical "handover"
is provided for.

7. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2 or claim
3 or claim 4 or claim 5 or claim 6, characterized in
that the power level of transmitters of mobile and
base stations are adjusted depending on their dis-

tance from one another on the basis of location data
of the mobile and base station, and also of digital
geographical maps, used in the control center of the
cellular communications system.

8. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2 or claim
3 or claim 4 or claim 5 or claim 6 or claim 7, char-
acterized in that during the transmission of the file
of the fragment of the digital geographical map from
the control center of the cellular communications
system through a base station to a corresponding
mobile station, adaptation of the dimensions and
configuration of the cells and also conditions provid-
ing for "handover" to a load created by mobile sta-
tions in a cell are carried out,

9. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2 or claim
3 or claim 4 or claim 5 or claim 6 or claim 7 or claim
8, characterized in that depending on the location
of a mobile station in a definite cell or definite zone
of cellular network communication, of each mobile
station, the priorities of access to communications
services of the extreme qualitative communication
characteristics are determined or access to the com-
munications services or a portion of the communi-
cations services on separate sections of the cellular
communications zone or the cell is eliminated.

10. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2 or claim
3 or claim 4 or claim 5 or claim 6 or claim 7 or claim
8 or claim 9, characterized in that a pointwise or
zone tariffing of communication services provided to
clients is provided with an arbitrary configuration of
the zones.

11. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2 or claim
3 or claim 4 or claim 5 or claim 6 or claim 7 or claim
8 or claim 9 or claim 10, characterized in that cur-
rent data on the location of a mobile station, which
are available to a mobile client of a cellular network
on a global scale, are used to select a mobile com-
munications network and an accessible type of serv-
ice within that network by a corresponding program-
ming of the mobile station by a client or operator of
mobile communications, including taking into ac-
count tariffs for communication services in commu-
nication networks of different operators.
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